AVIATION RELEASE 10.0
Case for Endorsement

Name of allocated IRC: Aviation
Name of the SSO: Australian Industry Standards

1. Administrative details of the Case for Endorsement
Refer to Attachment A for the title and code for each of the training package components that are
submitted for approval, and an indication of whether these are updated (including equivalence or
non-equivalence status), new or deleted products
1.1 Case for Change details

Chief Remote Pilot: AIS/TPD/2020-21/006 (AISC Approval date – 22 June, 2021)

The purpose of the project was to develop a new Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot) and
four new Units of Competency to provide regulatory and procedural leadership in the drone
industry. This is a rapidly expanding industry where remote aircraft operations have been
integrated into many sections of industry. This project also sourced existing aviation Units of
Competency and those from other Training Packages in addition to the development of four new
Units of Competency to support this essential role.
Air Traffic Control: AIS/TPD/2020-21/0019 (AISC Approval date – June 22, 2021)

This project involved the review of the Diploma of Aviation (Air Traffic Control) and nine
associated Units of Competency to ensure the skills and knowledge requirements contained in the
qualification address changes in technology and national standards, including safety regulations
associated with the role of an air traffic controller. The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and
Industry Reference Committee (IRC) concluded that the products capably absorbed new
technological changes and therefore resulted in a minor update in this release.
Commercial Pilot Helicopter: AIS/TPD/2021-22/024 (AISC Approval date – December 1, 2021)

This project involved the review of the Diploma of Aviation (Commercial Pilot Licence Helicopter) and the 10 helicopter specific Units of Competency to ensure it is consistent with
current helicopter operations and procedures. The main project focus was to align the
qualification with the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) helicopter licence requirements and
undertook the following:
•

•
•
•

Combine Units of Competency to align to the helicopter job functions and phases of flight

Delete units that were absorbed into the combined units

Review Units of Competency to address current industry practices

Align the qualification to current industry practice and CASA licensing requirements
(Aviation Safety Regulation (CASR) Part 61 Flight crew licensing Schedule 2).

Aviation Supervision: AIS/TPD/2020-21/021 (AISC Approval date – Project B 22 June 2021)

This project involved the development of new Units of Competency to be added to two new
specialisation streams in the Certificate IV Aviation (Supervision):
•

Flight Operation stream: This included the development of one new unit of competency
in a new qualification stream for this role. Flight operations supervisors are essential to
aerodrome operations and have responsibility to plan, support and monitor flights,
provide up-to-date information to flight crew and coordinate efforts when unplanned

•

events occur. They coordinate all activities on the ground at an airport to ensure the safe,
quick and efficient turnaround of aircraft from when they land to the time they depart.

Security Screening Supervisor stream: This included the development of four new Units
of Competency in a new qualification stream for this role. Aviation security screening of
passengers and baggage before boarding or loading an aircraft is a critical security aspect
of aviation safety and is the responsibility of authorised screening authorities. Security
screening supervisory personnel are needed at airports to supervise, monitor and
coordinate the implementation of aviation security preventive measures. In addition, they
implement security preventive measures to monitor the quality of the performance of
various tasks which contribute to the safety and security of passengers, crew, ground
personnel and the public.

1.2 Timeframes and delays

The four projects included in this Case for Change were delivered on schedule.

2. Changes to training products and how these will meet the needs of
industry
Refer to Attachment B for information on how the proposed updates to qualifications will better
support job roles in industry.
Chief Remote Pilot
The new qualification and associated Units of Competency are required to enhance safety and
address compliance standards in the drone industry. The role of a Chief Remote Pilot is
challenging based on legal obligations, operational risk management, training, and administration
requirements in addition to the supervision of complex drone operations.
Air Traffic Control

This review will ensure that the qualification will align with current skills requirements and
address changes in technology, and national standards, including safety regulations associated
with the role of an air traffic controller.
Commercial Pilot Helicopter

The review of this qualification has addressed the complexity of the qualification and the
misalignment with the CASA licensing requirements. The 29 units required to be completed have
been reduced to 16 and now align with the helicopter pilot licence and CASA Manual of Standards.

This new structure qualification will address the student drop-out-rate where, in the last three
years, there were 600 enrolments and 200 completions. The new course will assist in ensuring
more pilots are qualified to operate effectively in industry.
Aviation Supervision

The new specialisation streams in the Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision) will address the need
for skilled staff as aviation industry surges post COVID. As aviation personnel, and in particular
security screening staff, return to aviation operations, there will be a critical need for team leaders
and supervisors. This also applies to the flight operations supervision where an industry endorsed,

and nationally recognised qualification will support the development of aviation leaders across the
industry.

3. Stakeholder consultation strategy
Refer to Attachment C for:
•

list of stakeholders that actively participated in consultation on the project

•

summary feedback provided by stakeholder type and the IRCs response to this feedback

•

summary of issues raised during stakeholder consultation and the IRCs response to these issues

3.1 Identification of stakeholders

Australian Industry Standards (AIS) maintains a comprehensive stakeholder database, including
aviation contacts.

AIS liaises with key stakeholders, including Registered Training Organisations (RTOs), industries,
other Service Skills Organisations (SSOs) and the Australian Association for Unmanned Systems
(AAUS) as the Peak Body. AIS also engages in regular contact with the following interstate and
regional stakeholders:
•

•
•
•
•

Industry Skills Advisor Council (NT)
Aviation Australia
TAFE QLD

TAFE NSW

Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) (Regulator).

AIS worked with the IRC appointed aviation subject matter experts throughout this project. This
included videoconferencing meetings.

3.2 Strategies for engaging stakeholders

Engagement was driven through the Aviation IRC to maximise reach and depth of engagement
with appropriate stakeholders.
Throughout the development, AIS used the following communications strategies to ensure
relevant stakeholders were consulted:
•

•
•
•
•
•

IRC member communications to their relevant industry networks using various methods
Phone, video/teleconference meetings and emails to key industry stakeholders
Establishment of a TAC comprising a CASA subject matter expert
Project updates to over 1000 registered subscribers

The project was also promoted through the AIS newsletter

Communication with State and Territory Training Authorities (STAs) and VET regulators.

Project updates are sent to over 1000 aviation registered subscribers via direct email, with links to
draft products on the website for public consultation and validation periods. The project was also
promoted through the AIS newsletter.

Formal feedback was received from a wide range of stakeholders across the two consultation
periods.

As part of the AIS communication strategy, key industry stakeholders’ views were sought, and all
feedback presented to the TAC during initial drafting, redrafting and finalisation of products.
Stakeholder feedback was considered and discussed with TAC members and all decisions made at
TAC meetings were documented. As part of the AIS communication strategy, all key industry
stakeholders were regularly informed of the expected changes and impacts during the
consultation periods.
Public consultation periods were conducted on the required two occasions:
•

Air traffic control
o

o
•

o

2 December 2021 - 27 January 2022
4 March 2022 - 21 March 2022

Aviation Supervision
o
o

•

24 February 2022 - 10 March 2022

Chief Remote Pilot
o

•

2 December 2021 - 27 January 2022

Flight Operations - 9 August 2021 - 6 September 2021 and 24 September 2021 - 8
October 2021

Security Screening Supervisors - 5 April 2022 - 6 May 2022 and 13 May 2022 - 27
May 2022

Commercial Pilot Helicopter
o
o

7 April 2022 - 10 May 2022

17 May 2022 - 31 May 2022

3.3 Participation by different types of stakeholders

Stakeholders with specialist knowledge and expertise in the specific fields in each project
participated in the projects, as well as representatives from aviation regulators, employers and
RTOs.

Consultation with various stakeholders was facilitated through virtual meetings, teleconferences,
emails and via the AIS website. This enabled participation by CASA, peak industry bodies, industry
subject matter experts, RTOs and STAs from all states and territories, including regional areas.

4. Evidence of industry support
4.1 Industry support

Letters of support (see attachment G) highlight the broad support from stakeholders across the
aviation industry for the material revised for each project. This includes the Australian Association
for Uncrewed Systems for the Chief Remote Pilot project.

There was substantial feedback and input provided by all TAC members throughout the development
process.

Feedback provided by industry stakeholders during development and consultation was detailed and
constructive. The TAC considered each item of feedback and took appropriate action.

All external feedback received during the first round of public consultation and the second validation
period was addressed by the TAC. Industry has reported that the training products fit the identified
need. (See letters of support)

The TACs for Aviation Release 10.0 projects supplied unanimous support at the Sign-Off TAC meeting
on:
•

•
•
•

Air Traffic Control: 27 April 2022

Chief Remote Pilot: 13 April 2022

Aviation Supervision: 31 May 2022

Commercial Pilot Helicopter: 03 June 2022

The Aviation IRC signed off on this CfE on 10 June 2022.

4.2 Engagement of States and Territories

STAs contributed to feedback formatively throughout the projects and the following sign off achieved
during consultation in 2022.
The following table shows confirmed support from STA consultation:
State/Territory

Australian Capital
Territory

Organisation

Skills Canberra

Response

Supported: Judi Young Analytics and
Policy Services

New South Wales

Department of Education

Supported: Marilyn Ng

Northern Territory

Department of Industry,
Tourism and Trade

Supported: Nelson Brown, Department
of Industry, Tourism and Trade

Queensland
South Australia

Department of Employment,
Small Business and Training

Department for Innovation and
Skills

Education and Skills Reform

Supported: Filippa Ross Depart’ of
Employment, Small Business and
Training

Supported: Paul Frost

Skills SA, Department for Education

Tasmania

Skills Tasmania

Victoria

Department of Education and
Training

Western Australia

Department of Training and
Workforce Development

Supported: Michael McGee

Skills Tasmania Department of State
Growth

Supported: Jacqui Spencer Manager,
Training and Learning Products Unit

Supported: Frances Parnell

Department of Training and Workforce
Development WA

4.3 Mitigation strategies

RTOs and agencies are acutely aware of delivery and resource issues as they have been directly
involved in the development and validation of the draft endorsed components. This involvement
means that RTOs and agencies have planned implementation arrangements for their workers.

The components have been developed to comply with the Standards for Training Packages 2012.
Aviation products that have been identified for deletion are not addressed in this submission,
however, will be addressed in future aviation projects.

4.4 Letters of industry support

Refer to Attachment G for the following letters of support:
Air Traffic Control
•

Peter Clark, Wing Commander, Commanding Officer, School of Air Traffic Control, Royal
Australian Airforce

Chief Remote Pilot
•
•
•

Greg Tyrrell, Executive Director, Australian Association for Uncrewed Systems (AAUS)

Sue Osborn, Head of Flight Operations, Mirragin RAS Consulting

Chris Beattie, Chief Officer, South Australian State Emergency Service

Commercial Pilot Helicopter
•
•

Phil Aldridge, CEO Helitec Pty Ltd

Tim Tanner, Alt Chief Pilot and Head of Operations, Townsville Helicopters

Aviation Supervision
•
•
•
•

Nikkie Harley, NTAPL Site Manager Darwin and Alice Springs Airport Security, Trident
Services Australia
Shannon Wandmaker, Director – Cain Wandmaker, Director Accreditation Group
Mark Costello, Managing Director, Asset College
Melissa Noonan AM, CEO Limbs 4 Life

5. Dissenting views
5.1 Dissenting views/issues raised
Not applicable.

5.2 Rationale for approval
Not applicable.

6. Reports by exception
Not applicable.

7. Mandatory Workplace Requirements
Refer to Attachment D for a list of the units of competency, the MWR, the rationale for this, and
evidence of employer support for this requirement.

There are no mandatory workplace requirements associated with this release.

8. Implementation of the new training packages
8.1 Implementation issues

AIS used a consultation model that allowed individuals to comment on the draft training products
throughout the process. Stakeholders have not identified implementation issues of concern during
or post this review and development. The newly developed Units of Competency will also sit inside
the newly created qualifications, streams and existing qualifications enabling immediate use of the
training products.
The Aviation Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG) has been updated accordingly to
ensure that RTOs have information regarding implementation. The CVIG for the Aviation Training
Package Release 10.0 provides advice on implementation of Training Package products across a
range of settings.
8.2 Potential for traineeship or apprenticeships

The Training Package products are not intended for traineeship or apprenticeships but are
available and could be completed as a traineeship or apprenticeship.
8.3 Occupational and licensing requirements

The following licensing requirements apply as relevant in each of the following projects:
•
•

Chief Remote Pilot: Not applicable

Air Traffic Control: Airservices Australia provides air traffic control (ATC) services in
Australia. An ATC licence is issued by Airservices to be an air traffic controller.

•
•

Commercial Pilot Helicopter: CASA Commercial Pilot Helicopter licence is required to
operate commercially in the industry
Aviation Supervision: Not applicable

8.4 Extension to transition period

Where the need for an extension to the transition period is identified for training products that are
the subject of this Case for Endorsement, the SSO will apply to the relevant regulator for an extension
to transition, to mitigate the identified impact on other training products, particular student cohorts
or industry business needs
The Training Package products in this project will not require an extension to the transition period
as this will be managed within the teach-out periods.

9. Quality Assurance
The Case for Endorsement meets the following requirements:
Standards for Training Packages 2012
Training Package Products Policy
Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy
Companion Volume Implementation Guide is available and quality assured.

✓
✓
✓
✓

Copies of quality assurance reports are included in Attachment F.

10. Implementation of the Minister’s priorities in training packages
Refer to Attachment E for information on no enrolment and low enrolment qualifications reviewed
as part of this project, and the outcomes of this review (i.e. product proposed for deletion or
retention). Attachment D also includes the rationale for retaining no and/or low enrolment products
when this is the proposal.
Please include an explanation of how approval of the proposed training products will support the
reform priorities for training packages agreed by skills ministers in November 2015 and October
2020:
Streamlining/rationalisation Streamlining/rationalisation of the training products did not apply to
of training products
this product release.

An extensive search was conducted on training.gov.au of all other
Training Packages to determine if any existing training products
could be used. Based on a review of the existing aviation products, the
Aviation IRC recommends that the new and revised Units of
Competency and qualifications be approved.
Aviation Release 10.0 will add new products to the AVI Aviation
Training Package:

•
•
•
•
Totals:

Chief Remote Pilot: 1 new qualification and four new Units of
Competency
Air Traffic Control: no new products

Commercial Pilot Helicopter: no new products

Aviation Supervision: 5 new Units of Competency

Qualifications – 20 (increase of one)
Skill Sets – 37 (no change)

Units of Competency – 217 (increase of 9 and deletion of 4)
Ensure that more
information about industry’s
expectations of training
delivery is available to
training providers to
improve their delivery and to
consumers to enable more
informed course choices

Implementation information is available in the AVI Aviation Training
Package Companion Volume Implementation Guide. Throughout the
revision and development of the AVI Aviation Training Package
products, industry’s expectation was to ensure flexible delivery was
available to enable all industry sub‐sectors to utilise the qualifications
and Units of Competency.

Ensure the training system
It is expected that the outcomes delivered will address industry job
better supports individuals role expectations and compliance with regulatory requirements.
to move more easily between
related occupations
Improve the efficiency of the
training system by creating
units that can be owned and
used by multiple industry
sectors
Foster greater recognition of
skill sets and work with
industry to support their
implementation

The AVI Aviation Training Package Companion Volume
Implementation Guide describes additional requirements applicable
to the learner’s characteristics and describes industry’s expectations
for training delivery.

11. A link to the full content of the proposed training package component(s)
The AISC should be provided with a link to the full, developed training package component(s) to be
approved under the Case for Endorsement.
A link to the training package components proposed for endorsement is included here.

This Case for Endorsement was agreed to by the [name] IRC

Name of Chair

Stephen Leahy

Date

10 June 2022

Signature of Chair

Attachment A: Training products submitted for approval
Please set out in the table below, the training products submitted for approval, including showing whether this is an updated, new or deleted
product.
Training Product Name

Code

Type

For existing
products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

Qualifications
Certificate IV in Aviation (Remote Pilot-Beyond
Visual Line of Sight)

AVI40422

Diploma of Aviation (Air Traffic Control)

AVI50115

Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision)

AVI40122

Diploma of Aviation (Commercial Pilot Licence Helicopter)

AVI50322

Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot)

AVI59922

Apply air traffic control communication
procedures and services

Units of competency

Manage human performance and team
resources during air traffic control operations

Updated
Updated
Updated
Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Not equivalent
Not equivalent

Core unit removed and addition of two new
specialisation streams

Qualification core units have been revised to
align with the CASA helicopter license

New

New

New qualification

AVIE5002

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

AVIF5003

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

AVIF5013

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Operate air traffic control equipment and
workstations

AVIW5013

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Manage traffic flow

AVIY5022

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Provide approach control services

AVIY5048

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Provide area control services

AVIY5049

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Provide aerodrome control services

AVIY5050

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Manage situational awareness in the air traffic
control environment

AVIZ5049

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

AVILIC0004

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Conduct helicopter pre-solo exercises

AVIY0084

Updated

Not equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Control helicopter during advanced
manoeuvres

AVIY0085

Updated

Not equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

AVIY0086

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Provide search and rescue alerting and
emergency response

Licence to operate a commercial helicopter

Manage abnormal situations and emergencies helicopter

Operate helicopter at low level

AVIY0087

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Operate helicopter on solo navigation flights

AVIY0088

Updated

Not equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Operate helicopter solo in the circuit area

AVIY0089

Updated

Not equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Pilot a helicopter during external load
operations

AVIY0090

Updated

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Equivalent

TAC determined no change in workplace
outcomes

Manage multi-crew operations

AVIW0035

Manage aircraft performance and load

AVIH0019

Apply aeronautical knowledge and civil air law
to flight dispatch operations

AVIY0091

Apply regulatory obligations

Conduct aviation on-the-job training

AVIG0004

AVIG0005

Manage RPAS assets

AVIN0006

Implement flight planning procedures

AVIH0018

Manage RPAS applications, approvals, and
permissions
Coordinate response to security incidents and
breaches

AVIP0001

AVIO0023

Updated
Reinstated
Reinstated
New

New

No existing unit

New

New

No existing unit

New

New

No existing unit

New

New

No existing unit

New

No existing unit

New
New

New

No existing unit

AVIO0024

New

New

No existing unit

Interpret and implement transport security
policies and procedures

AVIO0025

New

New

No existing unit

Manage aviation security screening equipment

Deleted

New

Control helicopter on the ground.

AVIY0048

New

No existing unit

Taxi helicopter

AVIO0026
AVIY0059

Deleted

AVIY0060

AVIY0061

Facilitate screening of people with special
circumstances

Control helicopter in hovering flight

Take off helicopter and approach to hover

Deleted

NA

Deleted

NA

Deleted

Deleted

NA

Deleted

Deleted

NA

Attachment B: How qualification updates support job roles
Please use the table below to demonstrate how the proposed updates to qualifications will better support job roles
Job role

Qualification

Proposed updates and how this better supports the job role

Remote aircraft pilot

AVI40422 Certificate IV in
Aviation (Remote Pilot-Beyond
Visual Line of Sight)

Chief remote pilot
Deputy chief pilot
Senior base pilot

AVI59922 Diploma of Aviation
(Chief Remote Pilot)

This qualification supports remote pilot skills in BVLOS flying. This is an essential
requirement for the global logistics industry, which is looking to develop both
autonomous passenger and air freight aircraft systems, as well as the much
anticipated home delivery. These systems will need to fly without direct visual
observation and are the combination of safe BVLOS flying and autopilot
autonomous control.

Aerodrome controllers
En route controllers
Approach controllers

AVI50115 Diploma of Aviation
(Air Traffic Control)

Aerodrome operations supervisor
Aviation supervisor
Aviation security supervisor
Cabin supervisor
Cargo supervisor
Customer service supervisor
Ground operations supervisor
Ramp operations
supervisor/Flight dispatcher
Operations supervisor
Commercial helicopter pilot
Military helicopter pilot

AVI40122 Certificate IV in
Aviation (Supervision)

The chief remote pilot qualification will ensure safety leadership and management
of day-to-day operations for the organisation. The function of the chief remote pilot
is included in the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations (CASRs) and is an important
component in the ultimate success of an organisation utilising drones.

The review of this qualification ensures that air traffic controllers continue to
manage the safe and orderly flow of aircraft into, out of, and between airports
throughout Australia and overseas regions adjoining Australian airspace.

The development of a new Security Screening Supervisor stream will ensure that
security screening supervisory personnel will have the required skills and
knowledge to supervise and monitor the implementation of aviation security
preventive measures.
The Flight Operation stream will ensure that staff are trained to a standard to
coordinate and manage a safe, punctual and economic operation of flights. The
activities and responsibly range from safety operations, scheduling, operations
control, airport assessment and contracting.

AVI50322 Diploma of Aviation
(Commercial Pilot Licence Helicopter)

The newly developed Diploma will ensure alignment with industry and CASA
license requirements so that this process will be instructed and assessed to match
this.

Attachment C: Stakeholder consultation
List of stakeholders that actively participated in stakeholder consultation for the project:
Name

Organisation

Title

Industry

Representation Type

State

Bill Mattes

Transafe Australia Pty
Ltd

Transafe and Mattes Aviation

Aviation

Employer

QLD

Aviation

RTO

QLD

Ken Alonso

CASA

Manager - Product Design and
Development

Senior Standards Officer (Training)

Aviation regulation

Aviation regulations

VIC

Brett Fraser

Sydney Airport

Airfield Standards Manager

Aviation

Employer

NSW

Trevor Arnold

SA SES

Commander

Aviation

Rescue

SA

Gordon Brown

Faiza Stoker

Shannon Wells

Aviation Australia

South Metro Tafe WA

Airlines of Tasmania (Par
Avion)

Lecturer (used to be operation
manager)
Managing Director

Aviation

Aviation

RTO

Employer

WA

TAS

Stewart Hignett

TAFE NSW

SME

Aviation

RTO

NSW

Geoff Horsley

Geoff Horsley Aviation Former RFDS GMA

Head of Operations

Aviation

WA

Manager Governance and Risk
Accountable Manager – Albany
(Harry Riggs) Regional Airport

Aviation

Employer Goldfields Air
Services

Damian Clark

Stuart Jamieson

Industry Delivered
Training

City of Albany

Chief Operating Officer and
Training Manager

Aviation

RTO

Local Government Authority

VIC

WA

Shannon

Cain Wandmaker Pty Ltd

Director

Aviation security

Aviation security consulting

QLD

Brad McKenzie

Sydney Airport Corp
Limited

Airport operations - Security

Aviation security

Aviation airport

NSW

NSTA Pty Ltd

CEO

RTO

RTO

QLD

Eva
Studniarczuk

Aerodrome Management
Services Pty Ltd

Security Coordinator for AMS Pty
Ltd

Aviation security

Aerodrome Management

WA

Aviation security

Aviation Security

SA

Mark Costello

Asset College

National Quality Assurance
Manager
Managing Director

Aviation security

RTO

Aviation Security

QLD

NT

Jamie Thomson

Department of Home
Affairs

NTAPL Site Manager | Darwin and
Alice Springs Airport Security

RTO

Aviation security

Aviation regulations

ACT

AMS Security Manager

Assistant Director, Screener
Accreditation Policy

Manager

Education and training

WA

Head of Operations\Chief Remote
Pilot

RTO

Aviation security

Aeropower Pty Ltd

Manager

Aviation security

Aviation operations

QLD

Chief Remote Pilot / RePL Trainer

Aviation consultancy

Aviation consultancy

QLD

Wandmaker

Richard Franks
Fiona Waugh

Niels Burns

Nikkie Harley

Karl Valentin

Sharyn Gadsby

Mark McConnell
David Baker

Jayme Moreland

Limbs 4 Life

Certis Security

Trident Services Australia

NSTA Pty Ltd

Skills Generation

SA State Emergency
Service

Policy and Projects Manager

Chief Remote Pilot and Capability
Coordinator

Aviation security

Aviation Ops

Emergency Service

Association

Emergency Service

VIC

QLD

SA

Andrew Trease

TAFE NSW

Paul Dewar

Innovaero

Will
Stamatopoulos

AusALPA

Megan Hardie

UAV Air

Dean Gilligan

Queensland University of
Technology

Edward Bennet

CompleteAUV

Ryan McMahon

Aviation Australia

Sue Osborn

Greg Tyrrell
Trevor Woods
Julian Webber
Mitchell Deam
Colin Weil
Neil Strang

Team Leader Aviation and Chief
Remote Pilot

Aviation education
and training

RTO

NSW

Aviation

RTO

Chief Remote Pilot

Aviation

Aviation operations

WA

Chairman Aircraft design and
Operation Portfolio

Aviation

Australian Airline Pilots
Association

NSW

Compliance manager

Aviation

Chief Remote Pilot

Chief Remote Pilot

Aviation

National RPAS Training Manager

Aviation

QLD

Remote Pilot Ops

QLD

RTO

QLD

RTO Compliance

NSW

Mirragin Consulting
Drone and Robotics

Consultant, Operations

Aviation

Aviation Operations

QLD

Executive Director

Aviation

Aviation Association

VIC

Police Airwing Northern
Territory Police

Senior Pilot

Aviation

Police Airwing

NT

RPAS Chief Controller, Support
Capability

Aviation

Australian Federal Police

VIC

Director

Aviation

NSW

assessment designer/quality
assurance officer Aviation

Aviation

Aviation operations and asset
inspection

RTO

NSW

Aviation

RTO

SA

Australian Association for
Unmanned Systems

AFP

Trendspek Precision
Asset Intelligence
TAFE NSW

Flight Training Adelaide

Manager of Helicopter Training

Stephen
Schouten

TAFE Queensland

Business Manager

Aviation

RTO

QLD

Philip Aldridge

Helitec Pty Ltd

CEO

Aviation

Aviation operations

QLD

Anthony
Carmody

Rotor Research

Owner

Aviation

Aviation consultancy

QLD

Tim Tanner

Koolardie Aviation

Alt Chief Pilot / Head of Operations

Aviation

Aviation operations

QLD

Roger
Crosthwaite

CASA

Branch Manager Flight Standards

Aviation compliance

Regulation

ACT

Ken Alonso

Airwork Helicopters
CASA

CEO

Aviation

Employer

QLD

Myles Tomkins

CASA

Summary of Feedback by Stakeholder type:

Stakeholder Type
Industry Reference Committee (IRC)
Representatives
Peak Industry Bodies

Employers (Non-IRC)

Aviation compliance

Regulation

Key Feedback Points

VIC

Actions Taken to
Address Feedback

N/A
Australian Association for Uncrewed Systems: The main points offered in the feedback: Entry
requirements: this has been addressed, Packaging Rules: open to discussion, Core units:
suggestion to add the NOTAM unit to core?
Chief Remote Pilot

Course participants having the right level of knowledge to enter the course. Need for
prerequisites

FPV Australia: These types of qualifications as confusing to industry. We have the regulator in
CASA who will not recognise it toward anything.

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Regulators

Air Traffic Control
Air Services: Removal of ‘limited, when addressing supervision doing the task in each of the
units. Range of conditions removed in one unit.

Registered Training Organisations
(RTOs)

Support for the inclusion of ‘threat and error management’ throughout the entire TP including
where noted in the Knowledge Evidence section/s for UOC/s AVIY5048Y Provide approach
control services and AVIY5050Y, AVIY5049Y Provide area control services and Provide
aerodrome control services.

Chief Remote Pilot

Charles Darwin University: Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot) most definitely needs
prerequisites including working in unmanned industry for two (2) years, a Remote Pilot Licence
(RePL), an Aviation Reference Number (ARN) and an Aeronautical Radio Operator Certificate
(AROC).

TAC Feedback: Entry Requirements it states must have the AVI30419 or the RePL and we added
must have an AROC. Fatigue Risk Management – I don’t believe this requires a dedicated new
unit.
Commercial Pilot Helicopter

TAFE NSW: Checking that acronyms are expanded fully as appropriate. Checking Assessment
Conditions as the additions are considered resources. Conduct helicopter Pre-Solo Exercises, unit
perceived to be too big and would be challenging to deliver and assess.
Security Screening Supervisors

NTTS (NT RTO): The new units and I think they hit the mark and give what this section of the
industry needs which is something that is bespoke in a sense…would support these definitely for
approval with a few inclusions as mentioned if so required.
External form of approval for a person to perform these tasks as they include a very high level of
human contact with a larger operational responsibility in the facilitation of humans through a
tense part of the airport.

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Training Boards/Other

Chief Remote Pilot
UAS NT: As it stands the course does NOT align with the requirements set out by CASA to hold
the position of CRP.
Security Screening Supervisors

Tasmanian Amputee Society Inc: Congratulations to all involved with the production of the
draft document AVIO0004XY. That such a comprehensive document exists at all is testament to a
huge effort by all involved with aviation security and is a very positive step for the future.

State and Territory Training
Authorities (STAs)

Dog Guide Handlers Australia: Feedback related to the addition of criteria referencing guidance
animals and how screeners address this consistently. Other suggestions to add aspects to the
knowledge evidence section.

Chief Remote Pilot

VIC STA: Chief remote pilot – application is unclear, what is the purpose of this qualification –
seems to be a mix of how to operate an RPA, learn how to train people in one unit, and manage.

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting
Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

WA STA: To provide clarity can the abbreviations in unit titles be expanded? Performance Criteria numbering needs reviewing. Qualification - AVI59999Y lists the unit AVIW0002 Manage
multi-crew operation TGA has the unit title as: AVIW0002 Manage multi-crew operation in beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) operations
Commercial Pilot Helicopter

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
WA STA: Check a superseded imported unit. Formatting and numbering. Nominating equivalency
meeting
with a unit that was merged with another. Adjusting mapping. Suggested revision to Application
statement specific to regulation updates.
Suggestion to check elements and performance criteria for review based on clarification and
technical components. Check mapping on merged units.

VIC STA: Mapping of units that were merged. Expanding acronyms. Units that were proposed to
be equivalent should not be. Execute advanced helicopter manoeuvres and procedures, unit has
had changes that would deem it not equivalent.

Security Screening Supervision
STA WA: The drafts were circulated through our networks for review; however, we have
received no feedback to date. Thank you for your response to our Draft 1 feedback.

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

STA VIC: Just checking that you have confirmation that is O.K to reinstate deleted units otherwise
group D Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision – Flight Operations) maybe be compromised if the
3 deleted units cannot be used?

Unions

N/A

Industry

Chief Remote Pilot
SkyMax Darwin: Stakeholder agrees that AVI30419 Certificate III in Aviation (Remote Pilot) is
appropriate as a prerequisite. Stakeholder suggests adding AVIE0005 Complete a Notice to
Airmen (NOTAM) as a Core Unit. The AVI59999Y Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot) needs
to provide skills in fatigue management systems (FRMS), and Drugs and Alcohol Management
Plans (DAMP).
Security Screening Supervision

Tech4life (QLD): Theory in knowledge section to ensure it is sufficient, and ideally the training
should involve people with special circumstances.

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Feedback addressed as
appropriate in TAC
meeting

Trident Services QLD: Additional skills should be provided on managing conflict and providing
Supervisors with the skills for managing challenging individuals.
Security personnel lack interpersonal skills when faced with having to manage persons with
special circumstances especially if not readily apparent.
Consideration to include the impact of mental health on a screener’s wellbeing

Summary of Issues raised during stakeholder consultation
Issue raised
N/A

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to
Address Feedback

N/A

N/A

Attachment D: Mandatory Workplace Requirements in Training Products
Please set out in the table below training products which include a mandatory workplace requirement (i.e. which must be completed in a workplace)
Code/title

Description of the
Requirement
(e.g. work placement,
assessment requirement)

Rationale for Inclusion

Evidence of employer support

NA

NA

Aviation units do not contain any mandatory workplace assessment.

N/A

Attachment E: No enrolment and low enrolment training products
No Enrolment:
Please set out in the table below those training products that have had no enrolments over the past three years for which data is available
Units of Competency

Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for
retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

AVIC4002 Administer airside driving

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIF0016 Manage network data links

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIE0002 Maintain airspace interactions in remote pilot aircraft systems BVLOS operations

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIF0017 Develop a risk management plan for beyond visual line of sight operations

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIF0019 Implement complex human factors in remote pilot aircraft systems beyond visual
line of sight (BVLOS)

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIF0020 Manage human factors and situational awareness in an aviation operational
environment

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIF4008 Supervise cabin safety and security

NA

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVII0011 Carry out food preparation and service on an aircraft

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIF0018 Manage risks with unmanned aerial systems (UAS) beyond visual line of sight
(BVLOS)

AVIF0022 Maintain work health and safety procedures in remote pilot aircraft systems
AVIG0002 Lead a work team or group in a controlled environment
AVII4013 Supervise cabin operations

NA

NA

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVII4015 Monitor and enhance customer service excellence

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIO0021 Conduct screening using 3D CT X-ray scanning techniques

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIW0002 Manage multi-crew operation in beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) operations

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIW0001 Operate and manage advanced remote pilot aircraft systems

AVIW0005 Determine meteorological factors for remote pilot aircraft operations
AVIW0022 Coordinate aircraft movements and storage

NA
NA

AVIY0024 Operate remote pilot airship

AVIY0025 Operate powerlift and tilt rotor remote pilot aircraft systems

NA

NA
NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective
Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective
Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective
Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective
Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIY0028 Operate remotely piloted aircraft in excluded category sub-2 kg operations

NA

AVIY0030 Operate fixed wing remote pilot aircraft systems

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIY5048 Provide approach control services

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIY0029 Operate rotary wing remote pilot aircraft systems

AVIY0032 Apply RPAS payload and configuration management principles

NA

NA
Qualifications

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code

Proposed for
retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

AVI40422 Certificate IV in Aviation (Remote Pilot-Beyond Visual Line of Sight)

NA

CASA requires that Remote Aircraft BVLOS operators
attain the Instrument Rating or IREX. This exam is the
commercial pilot instrument exam which remote pilots
are also expected to have. When the qualification was
developed it was anticipated that CASA would accept the
qualification as meeting this requirement. This is
presenting a barrier and efforts are being made in the
industry to design a BVLOS specific IREX.

Low Enrolment:
Please set out in the table below those training products that have had low enrolments over the past three years for which data is available 1
Units of Competency

Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for
retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

AVIW0017 Operate aircraft embarkation and disembarkation equipment

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIF2007 Implement regulations and policies during check-in procedures

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIE0004 Conduct radio procedures in an aviation operational environment

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIM0008 Operate a simulator

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIY0067 Conduct airborne extraction operations

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

AVIM0009 Facilitate training in a synthetic environment
AVIW0003 Undertake helicopter aquatic rescue and recovery

NA

AVIW0009 Conduct aerial delivery/retrieval operations using remote piloted aircraft
systems

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

NA

Required as industry benchmark and a necessary elective

Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code

Proposed for
retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

AVI10119 Certificate I in Aviation (Foundation Skills)

NA

BASAIR Aviation College have 46 enrolments in the qualification.
As the aviation industry ramps up and more focus goes to
engaging young people, this will grow.

AVIW0016 Rappel from a helicopter

Qualifications

Low enrolment training products are qualifications or units of competency that have had less than 42 enrolments in each of the past three years (this is the maximum no. of
enrolments for the bottom 25% of qualifications based on average enrolments over 2016 - 2018)
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Attachment F: Quality assurance reports
•
•
•

Editorial Report
Equity Report

Independent Quality Report

Editorial Report
1. Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

AVI Aviation Training Package
(Release 10.0)

Number of new qualifications and their titles 1

One (1) new qualification:

Number of revised qualifications and their titles

Three (3) revised qualifications:

AVI59922

Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot)

AVI40122

Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision)

AVI40422
AVI50322

1

Certificate IV in Aviation (Remote Pilot-Beyond Visual Line of Sight)
Diploma of Aviation (Commercial Pilot Licence - Helicopter)

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attachment.
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Number of new units of competency and their
titles

Nine (9) new units of competency:
AVIG0004

AVIG0005

Conduct aviation on-the-job training

AVIP0001

Manage RPAS applications, approvals, and
permissions

AVIN0006

AVIH0018
AVIO0023
AVIO0024
AVIO0025
AVIO0026
Number of revised units of competency and
their titles

Manage RPAS assets

Implement flight planning procedures

Coordinate response to security incidents
and breaches

Facilitate screening of people with special
circumstances

Interpret and implement transport security
policies and procedures

Manage aviation security screening equipment

Eight (8) revised units of competency:
AVIW0035

Manage multi-crew operations

AVIY0084

Conduct helicopter pre-solo exercises

AVIY0086

Manage abnormal situations and emergencies – helicopter

AVIY0085

AVIY0087
AVIY0088
AVIY0089
AVIY0090
Confirmation that the draft training package
components are publication-ready

Apply regulatory obligations

Control helicopter during advanced manoeuvres

Operate helicopter at low level

Operate helicopter on solo navigation
flights

Operate helicopter solo in the circuit area

Pilot a helicopter during external load operations

The draft Training Package components will be publication
ready once uploaded onto training.gov.au
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Is the Editorial Report prepared by a member
of the Quality Assurance Panel? If ‘yes’ please
provide a name.
Date of completion of the report

Yes. Trish Gamper (Gamper Consulting Services)
5 June 2022

2. Content and structure
Units of competency
Editorial requirements

Comments

Standard 5:
• The structure of units of competency complies with the
unit of competency template.

The structure of the units of competency complies
with the unit of competency template and contains all necessary requirements.
The structure of the assessment requirements
complies with the assessment requirements template.
Performance and knowledge evidence contain adequate frequency and/or volume of evidence required, and the assessment conditions outline
mandatory conditions for assessment and details
relevant equipment and resources required.

Standard 7:
• The structure of assessment requirements complies
with the assessment requirements template.

Qualifications
Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor

Standard 9:
• The structure of the information for qualifications
complies with the qualification template.

The structure of the qualifications complies with
the qualification template and contains all necessary components.
NA

Standard 10:
• Credit arrangements existing between Training Package qualifications and Higher Education qualifications
are listed in a format that complies with the credit arrangements template.

Companion Volumes

Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor

Standard 11:
• A quality assured companion volume implementation
guide is available and complies with the companion
volume implementation guide template.

Australian Industry Standards (AIS) provided a
Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG)
for editing which complies with the CVIG template. The CVIG has been quality assured in accordance with AIS internal processes.

3.

Proofreading
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Editorial requirements
•

Unit codes and titles and qualification codes and titles are accurately cross-referenced throughout the
training package product(s) including mapping information and packaging rules, and in the companion volume implementation guide.

Units of competency and their content are presented
in full.
• The author of the Editorial Report is satisfied with the
quality of the training products, specifically with regard
to:
o absence of spelling, grammatical and typing mistakes
o consistency of language and formatting
o logical structure and presentation of the document.
o compliance with the required templates
•

Comments by the editor
The unit and qualification codes and titles were crossreferenced throughout the draft components, including packaging rules, CVIG, mapping and the Case for
Endorsement.
Corrections were made to units and qualifications
mapping, where necessary, and omissions and corrections made in CVIG and mapping documentation.
The units of competency were provided in full.
The units of competency and qualifications were reviewed for:
• spelling, grammatical and typing errors
• consistency of language and formatting
• structure and presentation
• compliance with required templates.
Edits and queries were marked up using track
changes and forwarded to AIS for review.
At the time of completing the editorial report I am
satisfied with the quality of the Training Package
components with regard to the above points.
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Equity Report
Section 1 – Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

AVI Aviation Training Package Release 10.0

Number of new qualifications and
their titles 1

Number of revised qualifications and
their titles

1 new qualification:
•

4 revised qualifications:
•
•
•

•
Number of new units of competency
and their titles

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

AVI50322 Diploma of Aviation (Commercial Pilot Licence - Helicopter)

AVIG0004 Apply regulatory obligations
AVIG0005 Conduct aviation on-the-job training
AVIH0018 Implement flight planning procedures
AVIN0006 Manage RPAS Assets
AVIO0023 Coordinate response to security incidents
and breaches
AVIO0024 Facilitate screening of people with special
circumstances
AVIO0025 Interpret and implement transport security
policies and procedures
AVIO0026 Manage aviation security screening equipment
AVIP0001 Manage RPAS applications, approvals, and
permissions

18 revised Units of Competency:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

AVI40122 Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision)
AVI40422 Certificate IV in Aviation (Remote Pilot-Beyond Visual Line of Sight)
AVI50115 Diploma of Aviation (Air Traffic Control)

9 new Units of Competency:

•

Number of revised units of competency and their titles

AVI59922 Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot)

AVIE5002 Apply air traffic control communication procedures and services
AVIF5003 Manage human performance and team resources during air traffic control operations
AVIF5013 Provide search and rescue alerting and emergency response
AVILIC0004 Licence to operate a commercial helicopter
AVIW0035 Manage multi-crew operations
AVIW5013 Operate air traffic control equipment and
workstations
AVIY0084 Conduct helicopter pre-solo exercises

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.
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Information required

Detail
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AVIY0085 Control helicopter during advanced manoeuvres
AVIY0086 Manage abnormal situations and emergencies - helicopter
AVIY0087 Operate helicopter at low level
AVIY0088 Operate helicopter on solo navigation flights
AVIY0089 Operate helicopter solo in the circuit area
AVIY0090 Pilot a helicopter during external load operations
AVIY5022 Manage traffic flow
AVIY5048 Provide approach control services
AVIY5049 Provide area control services
AVIY5050 Provide aerodrome control services
AVIZ5049 Manage situational awareness in the air traffic control environment

Confirmation that the draft training
package components meet the requirements in Section 2 Equity checklist of draft training package components

It is the opinion of the equity reviewer that the draft
Training Package components meet the requirements as
outlined in Section 2.

Is the Equity Report prepared by a
member of the Quality Assurance
Panel? If ‘yes’ please provide the name.

No 1 - Equity report writer is not a member of the QA
panel. Completed by Paul Humphreys, AIS Industry Skills
Specialist. As per 13.3 of the Training Package Development
and Endorsement Process Policy, Paul Humphreys is independent from the training package development work and a
specified person with the required expertise.
Demonstrated experience in analysis of equity issues in the
training or educational context:
•

1

25 years working in VET including as:
o Trainer/Assessor
o Learning and Development Manager
o Instructional Designer
o Workforce Planning and Development Advisor
o Technical Manager at an Industry Skills Council (ISC)
o Industry Skills Specialist at Skills Service Organisation
o Foundation Skills Specialist at an ISC
o Social Inclusion Specialist at an ISC
o Executive Officer of two NSW Industry Training Advisory Bodies (ITABs)
o VET specialist on AusAID sponsored capacity building programs in Vietnam and the Philippines
• Workplace English Language and Literacy (WELL) program broker

Person that is not a member of the Training Package Quality Assurance Panel is required to provide to the SSO information
demonstrating experience in analysis of equity issues in the training or educational context; demonstrated understanding of
vocational education and training; and details of relevant qualifications and/or professional memberships.
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Information required

Detail
•

Project Manager related to Foundation Skills and the
ACSF Project Manager related to Indigenous education,
training and mentoring
Demonstrated understanding of VET:

• As described above
Demonstrated commitment by the person to ongoing professional development
•

Internal workshops at AIS including Equity Report
Writing
• VET professional development training programs
• Professional development currency maintained
through forums, newsletters and subscriptions
Details of relevant qualifications and/or professional memberships
•
•

Date of completion of the report

BA Communication
Certificate IV Training and Assessment

9 June 2022
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Section 2 – Equity checklist of draft training package components
Equity requirements

The training package component(s) comply with Standard 2 of the Standards for
Training Packages 2012. The standard requires compliance with the Training Package Products Policy, specifically with the
access and equity requirements:
• Training Package developers must meet
their obligations under Commonwealth
anti-discrimination legislation and associated standards and regulations.
• Training Package developers must ensure that Training Packages are flexible
and that they provide guidance and recommendations to enable reasonable adjustments in implementation.

Equity reviewer comments

Provide brief commentary on whether the draft endorsed components meet each of the equity requirements

The training package developer has complied with the latest training package products policy and met obligations under Commonwealth anti-discrimination legislation and associated standards and
regulations. Anti-discrimination laws have been met through appropriate use of language in the training package components.
The AVI Aviation Training Package CVIG provides information relating to access and equity considerations, reasonable adjustments
and guidance on Foundation Skills.

The Assessment Conditions of units require that the LLN needs of
the candidate are considered and the flexibility and reasonable adjustment are reinforced through a standard statement; ‘simulated
workplace operational situations that replicate workplace conditions.’

The units and qualifications note that activities must occur in compliance with relevant regulatory requirements of the Civil Aviation
Safety Authority (CASA) and national operating standards; however
there is flexibility and opportunity for reasonable adjustment inherent in the training products themselves.

Section 3 - Training Package Quality Principles

Quality Principle 4
Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles
and workplaces.
Key features
Do the units of competency meet the diversity of individual and employer needs and support equitable access and progression of learners?
What evidence demonstrates that the units of competency and their associated assessment requirements are clearly
written and have consistent breadth and depth so that they support implementation across a range of settings?
Are there other examples that demonstrate how the key features of flexibility are being achieved?
Equity requirements

1. What evidence demonstrates that the
draft components provide flexible qualifications/units of competency that enable
application in different contexts?’

Equity reviewer comments

The units of competency and qualifications meet the diverse needs
of the individuals and employers within the Aviation industry and
are flexible enough to be used in different contexts within that environment such as “commercial and military air traffic services
across a variety of operational contexts within the Australian aviation industry”.
The units have been developed to address the need for skills and
knowledge in a variety of aviation fields, including:
•
•
•
•

Air traffic control
Chief remote pilot
Security screening
Commercial helicopter pilot
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Equity requirements

2. Is there evidence of multiple entry and
exit points?

Equity reviewer comments

Due to the nature of the risk inherent in Aviation and its associated
regulatory requirements, it is noted that the units are not accessible
to all learners and training products have been developed to suit
these conditions.
Attachment D of the CVIG provides details of pathways in the Aviation industry. This includes pathways from a Certificate I in Aviation (foundation skills) through to Diploma qualifications in a number of different specialist disciplines.
Entry requirements provide pathways through different AQF level
qualifications for specialist vocational streams.

Additional entry requirements such as: CASA Remote Pilot Licence
and Aeronautical Radio Operator Certificate (AROC) are used in
some qualifications to ensure compliance with industry regulation
and licencing

3. Have prerequisite units of competency
been minimised where possible?

4. Are there other examples of evidence
that demonstrate how the key features of
the flexibility principle are being
achieved?

No units in this Case for Endorsement contain pre-requisites.

Aviation sector Licencing and regulation must be complied with in
the implementation of the training products, but there is nothing
contained within any training products which would limit flexibility
in meeting the diverse needs of individuals and/or employers; or,
progression through vocational pathways in the sector.

Quality Principle 5
Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement between the school, vocational
education and higher education sectors.
Key features
Support learner transition between education sectors.
Equity requirements

1. What evidence demonstrates pathways
from entry and preparatory level as appropriate to facilitate movement between
schools and VET, from entry level into work,
and between VET and higher education
qualifications?

Equity reviewer comments

The units of competency sit within are range of qualifications in a
variety of aviation fields (listed in point 1 of section 3 of this report). The CVIG notes the range of occupational outcomes available from each qualification in the AVI Training Package.

As previously noted, Attachment D of the CVIG provides details of
pathways in the Aviation industry spanning AQF levels 1-5. A
pathway for “disadvantaged persons and students in VET in
Schools” is noted in this section.
There are no credit arrangements in place for the training products.
It is this reviewer’s opinion that the draft components provide
pathways to facilitate movement between schools and VET, and
between higher VET qualifications.
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Quality Principle 6
Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements.
Key features
Support implementation across a range of settings and support sound assessment practices.
Equity requirements

1. Does the Companion Volume Implementation Guide include advice about:
• Pathways
• Access and equity
• Foundation skills?
(see Training Package Standard 11)

2. Are the foundation skills explicit and recognisable within the training package and
do they reflect and not exceed the foundation skills required in the workplace?

Equity reviewer comments

The Companion Volume Implementation Guide was reviewed and
contains relevant advice on:
• Pathways – it includes pathways from secondary school, apprenticeships and movement into and between qualifications.
• Access and equity – is described and addressed with advice
on reasonable adjustment for learners
• Foundation skills – advice on Foundation and core skill is
provided and specific reference to the FSK Training package
made.
Foundation skills are explicit and recognisable in the units of
competency. They do not exceed the skills expected in the workplace.

For example performance criteria such as the following appear in
units:
•

•
•

“Actual and forecast weather conditions to low-level operations is analysed and applied
“Extensive vocabulary is used to accurately communicate on
general and technical topics, without excessive use of jargon, slang or colloquial language”
“fuel requirements are calculated”

The units of competency and associated assessment requirements
are clearly written and have consistent breadth and depth and
identify clear outcomes and conditions for assessment.
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Independent Quality Report
Section 1 – Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and
code
Number of new qualifications and their titles 1

AVI – Aviation Training Package (Release 8.0)
One (1) new qualification
AVI59922 Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot)

Number of revised qualifications and their titles

Three (3) revised qualifications:
AVI40122 Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision)
AVI40422 Certificate IV in Aviation (Remote Pilot-Beyond Visual Line of
Sight)
AVI50322 Diploma of Aviation (Commercial Pilot Licence - Helicopter)

Number of new units of
competency and their titles

1

Nine (9) new units of competency:
•

AVIG0004 Apply regulatory obligations

•

AVIG0005 Conduct aviation on-the-job training

•

AVIN0006 Manage RPAS assets

•

AVIP0001 Manage RPAS applications, approvals, and permissions

•

AVIH0018 Implement flight planning procedures

•

AVIO0023 Coordinate response to security incidents and
breaches

•

AVIO0024 Facilitate screening of people with special circumstances

•

AVIO0025 Interpret and implement transport security policies
and procedures

•

AVIO0026 Manage aviation security screening equipment

•

AVIY0028 Operate remotely piloted aircraft in excluded category
sub-2 kg operations

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.
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Information required

Detail

Number of revised units
of competency and their
titles

Eight (8) revised units of competency:

Confirmation that the
panel member is independent of:
• the Training Package
or Training Package
components review
(‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
• development and/or
validation activities associated with the Case
for Endorsement
(‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
• undertaking the Equity
and/or Editorial Reports for the training
package products that
are the subject of this
quality report (‘Yes’ or
‘No’)
Confirmation of the
Training Packages or
components thereof being compliant with the
Standards for Training
Packages 2012

•

AVIW0035 Manage multi-crew operations

•

AVIY0084 Conduct helicopter pre-solo exercises

•

AVIY0085 Control helicopter during advanced manoeuvres

•

AVIY0086 Manage abnormal situations and emergencies – helicopter

•

AVIY0087 Operate helicopter at low level

•

AVIY0088 Operate helicopter on solo navigation flights

•

AVIY0089 Operate helicopter solo in the circuit area

•

AVIY0090 Pilot a helicopter during external load operations

I confirm through affirmation:
Yes
Yes
Yes

These Training Package components are compliant with the Standards
for Training Packages 2012.
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Information required

Detail

Confirmation of the
Training Packages or
components thereof being compliant with the
Training Package Products Policy
Confirmation of the
Training Packages or
components thereof being compliant with the
Training Package Development and Endorsement
Process Policy
Panel member’s view
about whether:
• the evidence of consultation and validation process being fit
for purpose and commensurate with the
scope
• estimated impact of
the proposed changes
is sufficient and convincing

This Training Package and its component parts are compliant with the
Training Package Products Policy.

Name of panel member
completing Quality Report
Date of completion of the
Quality Report

These Training Package components are compliant with the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy.

As evidenced by the Case for Endorsement (CfE), and the associated appendices, consultation was sufficient and specific to the project. The
Technical Advisory Committee was nationally representative of a broad
cross-section of stakeholders.
The CfE convincingly outlines the reasons for the addition of the specified new units, and qualification and for the revision and update of specified units and associated qualifications in the AVI Training Package. The
impact of these additions is also clear.
There are no exception reports to the consultation findings and the level
of industry support is evident by the volume of participation and the status of those involved in the consultation process.
Terry Smith
7th June 2022
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Section 2 – Compliance with the Standards for Training Packages 2012
Standards for Training Packages
Standard 1

Standard
met
‘yes’ or ‘no’
Yes

Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
editorial reports)
I confirm that:
• units of competency
• assessment requirements (associated with
each unit of competency) and
• the AVI Training Package CVIG

Training Packages consist of the following:
1. AISC endorsed components:
• qualifications
• units of competency
• assessment requirements (associated with each unit of competency)
• credit arrangements
2. One or more quality assured companion volumes (CVIG)
Standard 2

Yes

Training Package developers comply with
the Training Package Products Policy
Standard 3

The Training Package developers have complied with
the Training Package Products Policy. All conditions
have been met.

Yes

The Training Package developers have complied with
the AISC Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy in all aspects: consultation; development; and compliance.

Yes

The standards of performance required in the workplace are specified in the unit of competency. They are
clearly written in plain English.

Training Package developers comply with
the AISC Training Package Development
and Endorsement Process Policy
Standard 4
Units of competency specify the standards of performance required in the
workplace

are all evident, compliant, and suitable.

The standard of performance and associated benchmarks are evident.
The elements and associated performance criteria are
clear and logically sequenced.
The unit is well structured and easy to understand and
apply.
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Standards for Training Packages
Standard 5

Standard
met
‘yes’ or ‘no’

Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
editorial reports)

Yes

The structure meets the specified template requirements.

The structure of units of competency
complies with the unit of competency
template

I note the equity and editorial reports and concur overall with their findings.
In reviewing I can confirm that the Foundation Skills
are explicit and embedded in the performance criteria
throughout all units. This was proven through analysis
against the ASQA resource Trigger Words for Foundation Skills.
The unit title is correct and unit applications are clear,
including provision of context.

Standard 6

Yes

Assessment requirements specify the evidence and required conditions for assessment

Standard 7
Every unit of competency has associated
assessment requirements. The structure
of assessment requirements complies
with the assessment requirements template

It is noted that the revised helicopter units contain a
substantial number of elements and performance criteria. While this is unorthodox it is within the bounds of
acceptable guidelines and policy parameters. As explained to me it is a result, inter alia, of the need for
helicopter operations to be holistic and not compartmentalised. This is both operational and safety driven
in nature.
Assessment requirements are clear as are the conditions for assessment.
Performance evidence is specifically related to performance and is a clear and concise summary of unit
performance requirements.

Yes

Knowledge evidence is clearly related and specifically
linked to the performance criteria of the units. All
components are clear, readily understandable, and
logical.
All units have associated assessment requirements.
The assessment requirements comply with the relevant and specified template.
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Standards for Training Packages
Standard 8

Standard
met
‘yes’ or ‘no’
N/A

Qualifications comply with the Australian
Qualifications Framework specification
for that qualification type
Standard 9

Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
editorial reports)
The new and revised qualifications comply with all
Australian Qualifications Framework specifications
for the qualification type.

N/A

The structure of the information is complaint.

The structure of the information for the
Australian Qualifications Framework
qualification complies with the qualification template
Standard 10

N/A

Credit arrangements existing between
Training Package qualifications and
Higher Education qualifications are listed
in a format that complies with the credit
arrangements template
Standard 11

There is no change to existing credit arrangement
status.

Yes

A Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG)
exists and provides clear and useful information. It
also includes clear guidance on the context of the
range of job role environment applications in appendix form and has useful advice for implementers and
educators.

Yes

The AVI CVIG is complemented by appendices providing supplementary information. This also makes the
information easier to access.

A quality assured companion volume implementation guide produced by the
Training Package developer is available at
the time of endorsement and complies
with the companion volume implementation guide template.
Standard 12
Training Package developers produce
other quality assured companion volumes to meet the needs of their stakeholders as required.

Section 3 – Compliance with the training package quality principles
Note: not all training package quality principles might be applicable to every training package or its components. Please provide a
supporting statement/evidence of compliance or non-compliance against each principle.

Quality principle 1. Reflect identified workforce outcomes
Key features

Quality
principle
is met: Yes
/ No or
N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance/non-compliance with the
quality principle
Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy
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Driven by industry’s needs

Yes

The products developed were driven by the need for units and
qualifications that meet the changing complexities and new areas
of development in aviation. For example remote piloting, regulatory and operational changes, and the emerging need for aviation
services post COVID-19. The product development was also driven
by a desire to streamline and improve operational effectiveness.
The units and associated qualifications meet industry requirements
and comprehensively cover specific competency requirements.
The consultation and development associated with the development of this unit ensures that it has been driven by industry’s
needs and expectations.

Compliant and responds to government policy initiatives
Training package component
responds to the COAG Industry
and Skills Council’s (CISC) training
package-related initiatives or directions, in particular the 2015
training package reforms. Please
specify which of the following
CISC reforms are relevant to the
training product and identify supporting evidence:
• ensure obsolete and superfluous qualifications are removed
from the system
•

ensure that more information
about industry’s expectations
of training delivery is available
to training providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more informed course choices

•

ensure that the training system
better supports individuals to
move easily from one related
occupation to another

•

improve the efficiency of the
training system by creating
units that can be owned and
used by multiple industry sectors

•

foster greater recognition of
skill sets

Yes

The project meets 2015 reforms and directions.
Efficiency was achieved through rationalising units and creating
new and revised units.
The CVIG contains detailed information about industry’s expectations of training delivery. The CVIG is readily available, in a useable
style, to training providers to inform their delivery and to consumers to enable more informed course choices.
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Reflect contemporary work organisation and job profiles incorporating a future orientation

Yes

The units are future oriented and take account of current processes and techniques. Nothing in the language excludes future application.
The CVIG also provides critical information on job/role environment contexts.

Quality principle 2: Support portability of skills and competencies including reflecting licensing and regulatory requirements
Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Support movement of skills within
and across organisations and sectors

Yes

Portability is enabled via specialisation in electives in the security
qualification. The other products are specific to very technical areas within aviation operations for example air safety and remote
pilots and helicopter operations.

Promote national and international portability

N/A

These units are specific to technical operations in aviation but are
nationally and potentially internationally portable.

Reflect regulatory requirements
and licensing

Yes

The broader licensing and CASA regulatory requirements where applicable are mentioned specifically and given context. The licensing and regulatory requirements often directly inform the content.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy
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Quality principle 3: Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core job-specific
skills required for job roles as identified by industry
Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Reflect national consensus

Yes

The CfE clearly demonstrates the wide national consultation that
occurred and the associated national consensus.

Recognise convergence and connectivity of skills

Yes

The new and revised qualification and associated units recognise
areas of commonality and connectivity across commercial and Defence aviation sectors. While specific and technical natures they allow where applicable convergence and connectivity of skills.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

Quality principle 4: Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces
Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Meet the diversity of individual
and employer needs

Yes

The CfE highlights how all relevant sectors and industry representatives were widely consulted and their needs and views incorporated into the development of these units. The rationalisation of
units and the complexity of the consultation and commitment to
the process highlight the inclusion of diverse individual and employer needs

Support equitable access and progression of learners

Yes

These units are technical in nature and specific to the aviation industry.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

The units are written in plain English and simple phrasing. Assessment and context are clear. There is no unnecessary exclusion evident.
The pathways outlined in the CVIG also highlight the progression
and pathways available.

Quality principle 5: Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement
between the school, vocational education, and higher education sectors
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Key features

Support learner transition between education sectors

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

N/A

The units and the associated new and revised qualifications are
technical and specific in nature to specialised aviation roles and do
not suit a VET in schools’ pathway. While not designed for apprenticeships or traineeships these pathways are not excluded.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

The broader CVIG highlight suitable pathways in this regard in related qualifications.
There are no higher education arrangements.
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Quality principle 6: Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple,
concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements
Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Support implementation across a
range of settings

N/A

These units have been written to address specific technical skills
requirements.

Support sound assessment practice

Yes

The depth and breadth of assessment is consistent and clear.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

Assessment conditions are clearly outlined.
The units of competency and associated assessment requirements
clearly specify the outcomes required in plain English and provide
specific volume and context.

Support implementation

Yes

The product is compliant with TGA/National Register requirements
for publication. CVIG provides clear advice about unit applications
and contexts.
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Attachment G: Letters of support

AVI Security Screening Supervisors Letters of Support

6 June 2022

Mr Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Dear Mr Walsh,
Aviation Training Package Release 10 Project: Aviation Supervision – Security
Screening
It is confirmed that our organisation has engaged in communication and training package development input
regarding the role of Aviation Security Screening Supervisors. The project reviewed material within the Aviation
Training Package Release 10.0 including the design of a new qualification stream and four new units of competency:

•
•
•
•
•

AVI40122 Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision)
AVIO0023 Coordinate response to security incidents and breaches
AVIO0024 Facilitate screening of people with special circumstances
AVIO0025 Interpret and implement transport security policies and procedures
AVIO0026 Manage aviation security screening equipment

As a result of extensive stakeholder engagement, the review will ensure that the qualification and units of
competency meet aviation capability requirements in this area.
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I am pleased to support this project in Aviation Training Package Release 10.0.
Yours sincerely

Shannon Wandmaker
Director

Suite 33, 17 Ferry Lane, Brisbane, Queensland, 4171, Australia
Phone: +61 426 588 645 Ι www.cainwandmaker.com
ABN: 44 643 579 453
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Trident Services Australia
ABN 72 617 268 327
69 Southgate Avenue
Cannon Hill QLD 4170
07 3395 6311 www.tridentservices.com.au

06 June 2022
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Mr Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Dear Mr Walsh,

Aviation Training Package Release 10 Project: Aviation Supervision – Security Screening
It is confirmed that our organisation has engaged in communication and Training Package development input
regarding the role of Aviation Security Screening Supervisors. The project reviewed material within the Aviation
Training Package Release 10.0 including the design of a new qualification stream and four new units of competency:
•
•
•
•
•

AVI40122 Certificate IV in Aviation (Supervision)
AVIO0023 Coordinate response to security incidents and breaches
AVIO0024 Facilitate screening of people with special circumstances
AVIO0025 Interpret and implement transport security policies and procedures
AVIO0026 Manage aviation security screening equipment

As a result of extensive stakeholder engagement, the review will ensure that the qualification and units of
competency meet aviation
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capability requirements in this area.
I am pleased to support this project in Aviation Training Package Release 10.0.

Yours sincerely

Nikkie Harley
NTAPL Site Manager
Trident Services Australia

Page 1 of 1
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AVI Chief Remote Pilot Letters of Support

6 June 2022

Mr Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Dear Mr Walsh,

Aviation Training Package Release 10 Project: Chief Remote Pilot
It is confirmed that our organisation has engaged in communication and Training Package development input
regarding the role of Chief Remote Pilots. The project developed material
within the Aviation Training Package Release 10.0 including the design of one new Qualification and five new Units
of Competency:

•
•
•
•
•
•

AVI59922 Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot)
AVIG0004 Apply regulatory obligations
AVIG0005 Conduct aviation on-the-job training
AVIN0006 Manage RPAS Assets
AVIP0001 Manage RPAS applications, approvals, and permissions
AVIW0035 Manage multi-crew operations
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As a result of extensive stakeholder engagement, the development will ensure that the qualification and units of
competency meet aviation capability requirements in this area.
I am pleased to support this project in Aviation Training Package Release 10.0.

Yours sincerely

Signed:

Name:

Greg Tyrrell

Position:

Executive Director
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6 June 2022

Mr Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Dear Mr Walsh,

Aviation Training Package Release 10 Project: Chief Remote Pilot
It is confirmed that our organisation has engaged in communication and Training Package development input
regarding the role of Chief Remote Pilots. The project developed material
within the Aviation Training Package Release 10.0 including the design of one new Qualification and five new Units
of Competency:

•
•
•
•
•
•

AVI59922 Diploma of Aviation (Chief Remote Pilot)
AVIG0004 Apply regulatory obligations
AVIG0005 Conduct aviation on-the-job training
AVIN0006 Manage RPAS Assets
AVIP0001 Manage RPAS applications, approvals, and permissions
AVIW0035 Manage multi-crew operations
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As a result of extensive stakeholder engagement, the development will ensure that the qualification and units of
competency meet aviation capability requirements in this area.
I am pleased to support this project in Aviation Training Package Release 10.0.

Yours sincerely

Name:

Sue Osborn

Position:

Head of Flight Operations | Chief Remote Pilot
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AVI Commercial Pilot Helicopter Letters of Support
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AVI Air Traffic Control Letters of Support

OFFICIAL

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE
School of Air Traffic Control

BP25431978
Mr Paul Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Industry Standards
Level 2, 31 Market Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Dear Mr Walsh
AVIATION TRAINING PACKAGE RELEASE 10 PROJECT: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
It is confirmed that our organisation has engaged in communication and Training Package development input regarding
the role of Air Traffic Controllers. The project reviewed material within the Aviation Training Package Release 10.0
including the update of one qualification and nine units of competency:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

AV150115 Diploma of Aviation (Air Traffic Control)
AVIE5002 Apply air traffic control communication procedures and services
AVIF5003 Manage human performance and team resources during air traffic control operations
AVIF5013 Provide search and rescue alerting and emergency response
AVIW5013 Operate air traffic control equipment and workstations
AVIY5022 Manage traffic flow
AVIY5048 Provide approach control services
AVIY5049 Provide area control services
AVIY5050 Provide aerodrome control services AVIZ5049 Manage situational awareness in the air traffic control
environment
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OFFICIAL

2
As a result of extensive stakeholder engagement, the review will ensure that the qualification and units of competency
meet aviation capability requirements in this area. I am pleased to support this project in Aviation Training Package
Release 10.0.
Yours sincerely

PN Clark
Wing Commander
Commanding Officer
School of Air Traffic Control
Air Force
East Sale VIC 3852
Australia 0466 797 035
peter.clark1@defence.gov.au
07 June 2022
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